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Interview with
Alexandra Tatar
Alexandra Tatar studied fine art at the University of Art and
Design Cluj Napoca in Romania and at the Academy of Fine
Arts Vienna, where she is currently living and working. In her
work, she deals with processes of becoming, expanding onto
objects and other non-human beings.
INTERVIEW: ULRIKE SCHILD PHOTOS:
KUNSTDOKUMENTATION

How would you describe your style?
lt's hard to describe a style, because, for exa.mple, my work etbic, referring
here to the research, preparation and execution for a specifü: project is vcry
disciplined, old-school-like. However, when I think of my artistic practice
so far, tbis discipline morphs into a style that is eclectic and reckless while
being controlled at the same time, moving between beauty and monstrosity,
and joggling various media. As a consequence of my artistic training, I'm
departing from, and returning to painting, in an ellipse like movcment. So
maybe 1 would describe my style starting from that.

I don't write those down, since of course they are always
remembered.

UNTITLED #1/2018 (dried flowers and other plants (collected), wall paint, glue and lipstick on wood, 60 x
120 cm, 2018)

What's your next project?

View More on lnstagram

I am currently working on a video project on the residues left by the Haps
burg empire in the region of Romania I am from.
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"it tums out that poverty was something created by money, and there is no money here, no
mass production, no advertising, no entertainment industiy." Alex Shakar The Savage Girl 2001

Alexandra Tatar - www.alexandratatar.at
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How important are dreams to you?
I take dreams into account, and also have a diary for those. I have specific
dreams that repeat themselves, but funnily enough, I don't write those
down, since of course they are always remembered. Besides this very indivi
dual level of dreams, I am interested in dreams as a political category. I par
ticularly like this quote from Carole Schneemann's work ''BC - We Print
A

Anything - In The Cards" from the 70s, where the fifty-six card reads:
"Paul said: The Danger is to live dreams long after you forget the reasons
for them." A lot of work is being clone in the field of dreams as radical ima
gination. For example, "Freedom dreams: the Black radical imagination" by
Robin D. G. Kelley is a good read in this regard.
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